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By Tony Flesor

THERE IS TRUTH IN ART.
For Brett Godfrey, partner.: at Godfrey Johnson, the paint on
a canvas represents the truth he takes from experiences in
nature. It also reveals truth about him though. The story of
Godfrey's painting pursuits reveal his analytical nature, his
determination and his views on the law. The self-taught painter
got involved in painting by studying others and then finding
his own way.
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Tapping Pabst
Inspiration first struck Godfrey in
2007 at the Hunstman Gallery in Aspen.
He saw a painting by Charles Pabst, an
Arizona-based Western-landscape painter. Pabst's paintings filled a full wall of
the gallery.
One, "Golden Falls;' depicted a forest waterfall done in blocks of gold and
brown paint. Godfrey said he couldn't
afford the painting, so he looked into
recreating it instead.
He took pictures of the painting from
all angles. He got up close to see the topography of the canvas and the colors of
the individual dabs of paint, and he stood
back to get the full view. All of this is important for impressionist painting, a style
born of French painters such as Renoir
and Monet. Both the chaos of the closeup view as well as the full view of the
painting are essential to the overall piece.
Godfrey took his pictures to -an art
supply store to get an opinion on how to
go about reproducing it. They told him it
was definitely done with a painting knife,
and they set him up with the paints, canvas and knives he'd need to start working.
Godfrey said he spent four months
working on small test versions and,
eventually, a full-size version. He said
he duplicated it as closely as possible,
down to the individual knife-strokes, and

Brett Godfrey standing in front of one of his finished paintings, holding the photograph that provided the inspiration for the work.

a splatter of paint sprayed from a toothbrush. The only change was in the color
palette.
Godfrey has honed his style since
then, and although his paintings still
start out with photographs, he captures a
scene instead of an existing work of art.

He's sold his paintings in the Huntsman
Gallery and Galleries Extraordinaire
in Cherry Creek, though he refused to
sell that first painting because he said it
would have been unethical to sell a duplicate of someone else's work.
About a year and a half after he

started painting, the budding painter had
his own work on display in the Huntsman
Gallery. The walls that had been filled
with Pabst's paintings were now filled
with Godfrey's. There was one Pabst left
when the exhibit began - "Cheyenne
Fall:' Godfrey bought it, finally getting
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A sample of Godfrey's painting tubes in the attorney's basement studio.

his own Pabst and also leaving the wall
with only his own work on it.
Godfrey's work is now on display at
Galleries Extraordinaire. When viewed .
side by side, there is a noticeable difference
between the chunky style of the work he
did seven years ago and the paintings he
does now, which have a purposeful mess
of paint when your nose is up close to the
canvas and almost realistic detail when
viewed from four or five feet back.

Natural inspiration
Godfrey said he's always had an interest

in art, but he never studied it formally
or seriously started producing it until he
visited the Huntsman Gallery and had the
idea to produce his own. He said for the
cost of supplies - usually around $150
worth of materials - he's able to create a
painting that he'd otherwise pay thousands
of dollars for. And now he typically sells
them for that much instead.
The obvious benefit of his painting is
that he's able to fill his office and home
with art for a fraction of what it would
cost to buy similar art. He cycles through
pictures when he's tired oflooking at them,

Godfrey and his daughter Katelin look at an ipad as they discuss their artistic instincts .

and he gives paintings to friends, family
and clients as well.
He gave a painting to long-time client
Rick,Alden, founder and executive director of Skullcandy, he said. And Godfrey's
favor was returned with a spontaneous trip
to Las Vegas to see Further, a spin-off band
of the Grateful Dead.
His paintings are almost entirely inspired- by nature, and he paints in the impressionist style that Pabst does. Each of
his paintings starts With a hike somewhere
along Colorado's trails.
He often hikes with Godfrey Johnson

of counsel David Struthers, who is an avid
hiker. Those hikes are how Godfrey gets
his inspiration, and it's also how his paintings end up with a story behind them.
As he walks through the conference
rooms and hallways of the firm's Englewood office, he points out paintings and
explains the story behind them. Some,
such as "Sunday Afternoon:' have simple
stories; he was out hiking with his wife,
Julie, and the sun lit up the Aspen trees at
the right time.
Other paintings, such as "Crystal
Dawn" or "Fire on the Water:' have more
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Godfrey works on the texture of a painting using his fingerips.

drama. While taking the picture that he
used to start "Crystal Dawn;' a painting of
a rushing stream in the Wild Basin area of
Rocky Mountain National Park, Godfrey
slipped on rocks and fell into the chilly
water. "Fire on the Water;' which Godfrey
refers to as "Dead .Battery;' happened as
one might expect. Again with Struthers,
Godfrey found himself stuck outside Vail
with a dead car.
Although they didn't get to the hiking
trail they were planning to visit, Godfrey
went out into a nearby valley and found
the right scene. He said the painting is

Godfrey displays his preferred tools for painting.

actually one small corner of a larger image·,
One painting that hangs next to Godbut it had the right composition.
frey's desk in his office breaks from the
Regardless of how Godfrey came upon ·theme of real scenes. A dark clipper ship
the scene, he said the paintings are based is pitched on waves with a bright light
on much more than a photograph. He uses shining through the sky onto the ship's
that as a reference point for the layout of sails. The scene came from a book, Taithe scenery, but when he puts paint on Pan by James Clavell, and then Godfrey's
canvas, he tries to capture the feeling of head, instead of a hike and a photograph.
the scene when he found it.
He said he studied ships to figure out
There's a flavor to a scene that perme- how to put the rigging and sails on the
ates your soul, he said, and he listens to ship, and sketches in his home studio
the voice of nature when he captures a show the practice he put into it. Although
specific moment. There's a sense of truth Godfrey can talk in detail about the scene
from the novel that inspired the painting,
in the moment.

he said he prefers taking inspiration from
reality. The imagined paintings lack the
same feeling of truth.

A family affair
Evidenced by the sketches of the ship .
for "Dirk's Therapy;' Godfrey's studio
is a practice area for his paintings. The
studio, located in the basement of his
Centennial home, is rigged up with lights
that he uses to spotlight his latest piece.
The studio is stocked with extra
canvases and lots of paint - he said he
makes sure to stay stocked so that he's
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always ready whenever inspiration hits.
Once, he was stuck inside during a
blizzard and ironically ran out of white
paint. Since then, he makes sure to always be prepared.
One canvas on the back wall is filled
with sketchy looking figures and blobs
of colors. This is the practice canvas
that Godfrey and his youngest daughter, Katelin, use to experiment with new
ideas. Katelin is a budding artist as well
and frequently draws sketches.
As Godfrey worked on an early February afternoon, he was focused on a
rendering of Mt. Sneffles. Throughout
the process, he frequently stepped back
and forth from the canvas. The one place
you can't stand, he said, is right behind
him. As he worked on th~ painting,
he got up close to -work on details and
stepped back t~ see the larger picture.
Mt. Sneffles was coming together in
fine detail like he was pulling a curtain
down. Godfrey said he works top to bottom since the top of the image, the sky,
is always the furthest _object in landscape
paintings.
He paints the sky and clouds with his
fingers, leaving a smooth, light texture
on the canvas. He then fills in the mountain skyline with his painting knife.
From a distance, the light playing
across the mountains seems to have meticulous detail, but up close, the paint
takes on a rough quality not unlike the
mountains themselves. The texture is
important to the painting - he said it's
become a key part of what people look
for in art, and he believes paintings are
meant to be touched. Some paintings
he'll put together in a few days, others
take months.
Godfrey uses music to set the atmo sphere in his studio when he paints different stages of the painting have a
different feel and require different music.
The first stage is a very contemplative process. He compared it to designing a nuclear reactor. It requires a lot of
thought as he plans out the composition
and gets in touch with the feel of the
scene he's planning on painting. He usually uses classical for such a thoughtful
process, things like Chopin or Schubert.
Once the act of painting gets un derway, he shifts to something more up
tempo, such as The Alan Parsons Proj ect. As he painted Mt. Sneffles, he had

Godfrey works on a painting of Mt. Sneffles, which he plans to finish in the coming weeks.

Massive Attack on a Pandora station
playing through an iPad hooked up to
speakers at the front end of the studio.
He paints until he hits what he calls the
"false done" stage, and this part always
comes.
He'll finish a painting, step away
and eventually come back to it to put on
finishing touches. He'll scrape off some

Made in Japan version - by Deep Purple. When he's in this stage, he cranks the
music up so it can be heard everywhere
in the house.
Julie said he once took a six-month
hiatus from painting so he could build
a website for the law firm. One day, she
returned home from a store with their
two daughters and heard the music play-

''

There's a flavor to a scene that permeates your soul, he said, and he
listens to the voice of nature when he captures a specific moment.
There's a sense of truth in the moment."
paint - one of the perks of working
with oil paints and knives - and make
changes.
Once he's in the final stretch of a
painting, he looks to something more
guttural. He hits the heavy stuff, such
as "Frankenstein" by Edgar Winter or
"Smoke on the Water" - specifically the

ing through the whole house. She said
the three looked at each other excitedly
as they realized Godfrey was painting
again.

Truth in art
Godfrey talks about the truth in his
paintfogs when he describes the natural

scenes they're inspired by. He looks for
scenes that have a specific (eel to them,
and he tries to put that feeling onto the
canvas when he paints. This is the area
where he might benefit as a painter who is
also a trial lawyer.
Painting, like the law, he said, is all
about discovering truth, understanding
truth, and conveying it in a way that has
an impact.
· The painting is like a whole trial, he
said. And there's an art to working a trial,
too. There's a foreground that involves all
the little details of a case, and then a big
picture that you try to make clear to a jury.
"You can't think about a case in two
dimensions;' he said. "You need to have
the whole reality:'
Godfrey said he can talk to a jury in
trial, and when he gets to a point where
he's able to convey the truth, there is a visible change in the jury - a moment where
everyone just lets all their air out. He aims
to get this same moment of truth out of his
paintings.
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